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Fractional quantization of ballistic conductance in 1D hole systems
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We analyze the fractional quantization of the ballistic conductance associated with the light and heavy holes
bands in Si, Ge and GaAs systems. It is shown that the formation of the localized hole state in the region of the
quantum point contact connecting two quasi-1D hole leads modifies drastically the conductance pattern. Ex-
change interaction between localized and propagating holes results in the fractional quantization of the ballistic
conductance different from those in electronic systems. The value of the conductance at the additional plateaux
depends on the offset between the bands of the light and heavyholes,∆, and the sign of the exchange interaction
constant. For∆ = 0 and ferromagnetic exchange interaction, we observe additional plateaux around the values
7e2/4h, 3e2/h and 15e2/4h, while antiferromagnetic interaction plateaux are formedarounde2/4h, e2/h and
9e2/4h . For large∆, the single plateau is formed ate2/h.

PACS numbers: 73.23.-b, 73.21.Hb, 72.25.Mk

The progress in nanotechnology allowed the fabrication of
the quasi- one dimensional mesoscopic components in which
the transport of the carriers has a ballistic character and is not
accompanied by the Joule losses1,2. The conductance through
these objects,G, is proportional to the number of the open 1D
propagation modes,N, which can be modulated by the appli-
cation of the perpendicular gate voltage,Vg. TuningVg one
observes ballistic conductance staircase with plateaus atinte-
ger multiples of the conductance quantumG0 = 2e2/h, where
the factor 2 reflects the spin degeneration of the bands. This
result can be understood in frameworks of the model of non-
interacting electrons3.

However, in the region of small carrier concentrations, an
additional plateau is observed near 0.7G0. In external mag-
netic field it evolves smoothly into the spin-polarized con-
ductance plateau at 0.5G0

4,5 thus indicating that "0.7 feature"
can be connected with spin. Later experiments have shown
a zero-bias peak (ZBP) in the differential conductance and a
peculiar temperature dependence of "0.7 feature"6, which led
to the proposal that it could be a Kondo-type phenomenon7

connected with dynamical spin polarization. However, more
recent experiments demonstrated the absence of any ZBP at
least for some experimental configurations8 thus contradict-
ing the Kondo interpretation and supporting the models based
on the static spin polarization of the electrons in the region of
the quantum point contact (QPC) leading to the appearence of
the spin gap9,10,11. The formation of the spin polarized state
in quantum wires and quantum point contacts was predicted
theoretically12,13,14and obtained additional support from re-
cent experimental studies8,15.

Within the model of the spontaneous spin polarization of
the contact the appearence of the "0.7 feature" can be ex-
plained as follows. Suppose that QPC contains a single lo-
calized electron which affects the propagating carriers via ex-
change interaction. Since the latter is defined by the mutual
orientation of their spins, the transmission coefficient through
the QPC with a magnetic moment is spin-dependent. Besides,
if the triplet state energy is lower than the singlet state one,
the potential barrier formed by the QPC region for the carrier
in the singlet configuration is higher than for the triplet state.

Therefore, at small concentration of carriers, the ingoingelec-
tron in the triplet configuration passes the QPC freely, while
the carriers in the singlet configuration are reflected, thereby
defining the principal contribution of the triplet pairs to the to-
tal conductivity. In zero magnetic fields the probability ofthe
realization of the triplet configuration is equal to 3/4 against
1/4 for the singlet one, and thus the QPC conductance in the
regime considered readsG= 3/4G0

16. On the contrary, if the
singlet configuration is energetically preferable, the conduc-
tance should be equal toG = 1/4G0. The application of the
external magnetic field leads to the spin polarization of both
the propagating and localised carriers thus giving rise to the
conductance value equal toG = 1/2G0 in accordance with
experimental data. If more than one unpaired electrons is lo-
calized on the QPC, the value of the conductance on the addi-
tional plateau decreases17, which can explain the evolution of
"0.7 feature" into "0.5 feature" with the increase of the length
of the QPC18.

In this work we analyze the ballistic conductance associated
with the holes bands in Si, Ge and GaAs quasi 1D systems.
We consider the transmission of propagating hole states fac-
ing effective potential barriers, generated by a spin-dependent
interaction with a localized hole, supposedly, present in the
region of the QPC19. As it was mentioned above for electrons
this model qualitatively reproduces the major characteristics
observed in the 0.7 experiments20. Due to the difference of
spin structure for electrons and holes one can expect that the
effect of exchange interaction on ballistic conductance will be
qualitatively different in these two cases.

The valence bands of bulk Si, Ge and GaAs present two
branches: the heavy hole band, with spinsJhh

z = ±3/2, and
the light hole band, with spinsJlh

z = ±1/2. In quasi-1D sys-
tems due to the effects of confinement the energetic splitting ∆
appears between these two bands, which depends on the width
of the quantum wire, the difference in the effective masses of
the light and heavy holes,mlh andmhh, and strains. In our
further consideration we will take account of only the lowest
bands of the light and heavy holes21. We suppose also that the
propagating and localized holes interact only in the regionof
the QPC having the lengthL. The Hamiltonian of the system
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can be thus cast in the form:

H =







~
2k2

2mhh,lh
, x< 0,x> L

~
2k2

2mhh,lh
+Vdir +VexJp·Jl , x∈ [0,L]

(1)

where the indicesp and l correspond to the propagating and
localized holes respectively,Vdir > 0 is the matrix element of
the direct interaction andVex is the matrix element of the ex-
change interaction (Vex< 0 for ferromagnetic interacting and
Vex> 0 for antiferromagnetic interaction). It should be noted
that many-body correlations of the Kondo type can lead to the
temperature-dependent renormaliation of the exchange inter-

action constantVex
22 which can manifest itself in non-trivial

temperature dependence of the "0.7 feature" for both electron6

and hole systems. The analysis of this dependence, however,
lies beyond the scope of the present work.

In the{|mp,ml 〉} basis the Hamiltonian in the region of the
QPC can be represented by a block-diagonal 16×16 matrix

H = diag
[

H(+3);H(+2);H(+1);H(0);H(−1);H(−2);H(−3)
]

,

(2)
with each block associated with a given (superscript) valueof
the z-component,JT,z= mp+ml , of the total angular momen-
tum of the pair of holes,JT = Jp+ Jl :

H(±2) =

(

E0
hh+

3
4Vex+∆ 3

2Vex
3
2Vex E0

lh +
3
4Vex+∆

)

, H(±1) =





E0
hh− 3

4Vex+∆ Vex
√

3 0
Vex

√
3 E0

lh +
1
4Vex+2∆ Vex

√
3

0 Vex
√

3 E0
lh − 3

4Vex+∆



 ,

H(0) =









E0
hh− 9

4Vex
3
2Vex 0 0

3
2Vex E0

lh − 1
4Vex+2∆ 2Vex 0

0 2Vex E0
lh − 1

4Vex+2∆ 3
2Vex

0 0 3
2Vex E0

hh− 9
4Vex









, H(±3) = E0
hh+

9
4

Vex, (3)

whereE0
hh,lh =

~
2k2

2mhh,lh
+Vdir .

The general expression for the conductance of the system
at zero temperature is given by

G(EF) =
Ne2

h ∑
mp,ml ,m′

p,m
′
l=±3/2,±1/2

αmp (EF)αml (EF)

×
∣

∣

∣A(EF)mp,ml→m′
p,m

′
l

∣

∣

∣

2
δmp+ml ,m′

p+m′
l
. (4)

where N is a number of the open propagating modes,N = 2
if EF < ∆ and N = 4 if EF > ∆, αmp,l (EF) are probabili-
ties to find localized and propagating hole in the state with
spin projectionmp,l . In the absence of an external magnetic
field α±3/2p,l

(EF) = 1/2,α±1/2p,l
(EF) = 0 if EF < ∆ and

α±3/2p,l
(EF) = α±1/2p,l

(EF) = 1/4 if EF > ∆. The transmis-
sions amplitudes,Amp,ml→m′

p,m
′
l
, are determined by finding the

stationary states of the corresponding propagating hole facing

the effective potential barrier described by the aboveH(JT,z)

matrices. Considering the conservation of the total spin, rep-
resented by the Kronecker-δ, we will get 44 different trans-
missions amplitudes. In the absence of an external magnetic
field we will have the invariance as respect to the spin inver-
sion, and this number will be reduced to 22.

The transmissions amplitudes associated with the initial
states

∣

∣+ 3
2,+

3
2

〉

and
∣

∣− 3
2,− 3

2

〉

, corresponding to the val-
uesJT,z = ±3, are spin conservative and thus determined by
solving the problem of a free particle with kinetic energy
~

2k2
F/2mhh facing a square barrier of widthL and potential

Vdir+
9
4Vex. The first non-trivial spin-flip processes are asso-

ciated with the states withJT,z = ±2. The transmission am-

plitudes in this case can be determined from the procedure,
which we show for instance when the initial spin configura-
tion of the propagating and localized holes corresponds to the
state

∣

∣+ 3
2,+

1
2

〉

. The wavefunction of the propagating hole
reads

ΨI =

(

1
0

)

eikhhx+B|+ 3
2 ,+

1
2〉→|+ 3

2 ,+
1
2〉
(

1
0

)

e−ikhhx

+B|+ 3
2 ,+

1
2〉→|+ 1

2 ,+
3
2〉
(

0
1

)

e−iklhx, x< 0,

ΨII = X1
(

C+
1 eik1x+C−

1 e−ik1x
)

+X2
(

C+
2 eik2x+C−

2 e−ik2x
)

, x∈ [0,L] ,
(5)

ΨIII =

(

1
0

)

A|+ 3
2 ,+

1
2〉→|+ 3

2 ,+
1
2〉e

ikhhx

+

(

0
1

)

A|+ 3
2 ,+

1
2〉→|+ 1

2 ,+
3
2〉e

iklhx, x> L,

where
(

1
0

)

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

+
3
2

〉

,

(

0
1

)

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

+
1
2

〉

,khh,lh =

√

2mhh,lhEF

~2 , (6)

X1,2 are the eigenvectors of the matrixH(+2) and the wave
vectorsk1,2 are determined self consistently in such a way that

the eigenenergies,ε(+2)
1,2 (k1,2), correspond to the total energy

of the system,EF +∆ (once that in the considered case we
initially have a propagating heavy hole, with energyEF , and
a localized light hole, with energy∆). The transmission and
reflection amplitudes,A andB are found from the continuity
conditions atx = 0,x = L. Analogous procedures must be
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Figure 1: Steps of the quantum conductance staircase vc the chemical
potential of carriers in a Si QPC for the ferromagnetic case.We con-
sidered the standard values of the Si light and heavy holes effective
masses:mlh = 0.16me, mhh= 0.49me. The different lines correspond
to three different values of∆(meV) = 0,0.45,10. The direct and ex-
change interaction are estimated asVex≃−0.5meVandVdir ≃ 1meV,
the length of the contact asL = 50nm and we considered the tem-
peratureT = 0.5K. The vertical gray lines correspond to the val-
ues of the heights of the effective potential barriers,Vdir − 3Vex/4,
Vdir − 11Vex/4 andVdir − 15Vex/4, whereas the dashed horizontal
lines correspond to the values 7e2/4h, 3e2/h and 15e2/4h. The inset
shows a band structure of the 1D holes.

followed for all other possible initial states, grouping them
in the sets of conservedJT,z and diagonalizing corresponding
blocks of the HamiltonianH(±1) andH(0).

Figs.(1) and (2) show the conductance of a Si- based
quantum well for various offsets between the bands of light
and heavy holes. For ferromagnetic exchange interaction
and moderate values of∆ we observe plateaux close to
the values 7e2/4h, 3e2/h and 15e2/4h, (Fig.(1)). For an-
tiferromagnetic interaction plateaux close toe2/4h, e2/h
and 9e2/4h are formed (Fig.(2)). Considering the values
of total spin of the pair consisting of propagating and lo-
calized holes and counting the corresponding probabilities
of realization, we can show that these values of conduc-
tance have a clear physical origin. The spin- dependent
part of the Hamiltonian (1) can be rewritten asVexJp·Jl =
1
2Vex

(

J2
T − J2

p− J2
l

)

= 1
2Vex[JT (JT +1)−3(3/2+1)] , result-

ing in the values 9Vex/4, −3Vex/4, −11Vex/4 and−15Vex/4,
for the possible absolute values of the total spinJT = 3,2,1,0,
respectively. These values, summed with the direct interac-
tion,Vdir , will define four different spin dependent heights of
the effective potential barrier. The positive energy valueof
these heights are plotted as vertical lines in Figs.(1) and (2),
and it is seen that they barely define the energy limit of each
plateaux. In the case of the ferromagnetic interaction the bar-
rier is lowest for the largest possible spin, while in the case of
the antiferromagnetic interaction the opposite situationis re-
alized. Now, for the unpolarized initial state, the probabilities
of realization of theJT = 3,2,1,0 configurations of the total
spin are 7/16, 5/16, 3/16 and 1/16. Bearing in mind that
in the case∆ = 0 the conductance of non-interacting system

Figure 2: Steps of the quantum conductance staircase vc the chem-
ical potential of carriers in a Si QPC for the antiferromagnetic case.
We used the same parameters of Fig.(1), only changing for an an-
tiferromagnetic exchange interaction,Vex ≃ 0.5meV, and suppos-
ing Vdir ≃ 2meV.The vertical gray lines correspond to the values of
the heights of the effective potential barriers,Vdir −15Vex/4,Vdir −
11Vex/4,Vdir − 3Vex/4 andVdir + 9Vex/4, whereas the dashed hori-
zontal lines correspond to the valuese2/4h, e2/h and 9e2/4h.

is quantized in units of 4e2/h, one easily obtains the values
of the fractional conductance of the interacting system men-
tioned above.

The situation is different if the offset between the bands of
light and heavy holes is not negligible. This version is illus-
trated when∆ → ∞ that should be realized in extremely nar-
row wires. In this case both localized and propagating carriers
are heavy holes, and thus the conductance of non-interacting
system is quantized in the units of 2e2/h. The spins of the
pair of holes can be either parallel or antiparallel. Bearing in
mind that in the absence of the external magnetic field both
configurations have equal probability and spin-flip processes
are blocked because of the large offset of the intermediate
light hole states, one obtains just one additional plateau in the
fractional conductance corresponding toG= e2/h. The situ-
ation is thus different from the case of electrons where spin-
flip processes are allowed and additional plateau is formed at
G= 3e2/2h16.

When∆ is finite, it is clearly that the situation is beyond
the two considered extreme versions, as it is also illustrated
in Figs.(1) and (2). Both probabilities of realization of ini-
tial states and transmission amplitudes are seen to be strongly
energy dependent.

The quantization of the ballistic conductance associated
with holes in Ge and GaAs structures is expected to be quali-
tatively the same as in Si because of the similarity of the spin
structure of the valence band in these materials. However, it
can be qualitatively different in IV-VI semiconductors such as
PbTe, PbSe and PbS where the electron-hole symmetry holds.

In addition, we also analyzed the effects of an applied exter-
nal magnetic field parallel to the structure growth axis which
produces the Zeeman splitting of the light and heavy hole
bands,H lh,hh = −glh,hh

‖ µbJlh,hh
z B, whereµb is the Bohr mag-
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Figure 3: Effect of an external magnetic field applied along the
growth axis of a Si QPC. Except for the applied magnetic field,we
used the same parameters of Fig.(1), with∆ = 0.45meV. We see
that moderate magnetic fields,B = 1.5T , reduce the relative width
of the steps, change their position and increase their number, while
stronger ones,B= 3.0T, tend to reduce the effect of the spin effective
potential barrier, resulting in steps at integer values of the quantum
conductance. The values of the effective potential barriers appear as
vertical gray lines, while the energies of the bottom of the subbands,
appear as vertical dotted lines. Observe that there is an inversion be-
tween the light and heavy hole subbands because of the difference in
their effective g-factor and the strong magnetic field.

neton andglh,hh
‖ are the parallel components of the effective

g-factors tensors of the light and heavy holes subbands. In
our calculations for Si QPCs, we estimate the g-factors as the
ones of the bulk Si,glh

‖ = 2κ andghh
‖ = 6κ, with the Luttinger

parameterκ = −3.4123. So, the propagating and localized
light and heavy hole subbands will be split with the energies
∆lh

Z = 2κµbB and∆hh
Z = 18κµbB, respectively. In this case we

do not have invariance as respect to the spin inversion and
the conductance of the system will be given by the sum of
all distinct 44 transmissions amplitudes present in eq.(2). The
results of our calculation are summarized in Fig.(3). The Zee-
man splitting in each of the light and heavy hole subbands, in
addition to the∆ splitting between them, increases the energy
dependence of the initial state’s probabilities of realization
and of the scattering processes. Therefore, under a moderate
magnetic field, the relative width of the steps in the quantum
conductance tends to be reduced, increasing in number and
changing in energy. This behavior is illustrated by the plotted
conductance forB= 1.5T in Fig.(3). However, if the external
magnetic field is strong enough such that the heights of the
spin effective potential barrier are smaller than the splitting
between the different subbands, then the conductance of the
system tends to show plateaux at the integer values ofe2/h.
In the case ofB = 3.0T, in Fig.(3), the plateaux ate2/h and
3e2/h are very clear, while the plateau at 2e2/h is absent, be-
cause the spliting between the second and third subbands is
smaller than the heights of the spin effective potential barri-
ers.

In conclusion, we have considered the effect of the ex-
change interaction on the fractional quantization of the ballis-
tic conductance of the hole systems. It results in the fractional
quantization of the ballistic conductance different from those
in electronic systems. The value of the conductance at the ad-
ditional plateaux depends on the offset between the bands of
the light and heavy holes∆, the sign of the exchange interac-
tion constant and external magnetic field.
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